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Vertical Rail Vibrations: Pointforce Excitation
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Summary
Fourier transform methods together with Floquet's theorem yield Green's function of the periodically supported
rail. The track model includes an infinite Euler-Bernoulli beam, pads with stiffness and damping, flexible sleepers
plus a massless ballast with stiffness and damping. The exact analytic solution, in the frequency domain, of the
linear differential equation governing rail response, yields a simple, comprehensive and computation efficient tool in
sound/vibration optimising track constructions. Laboratory rail receptance measurements were taken on a full-scale
piece of stiff-padded rail, resting on 13 ballast-embedded concrete sleepers. Measurements/calculations agree well
up to 1800 Hz. The curve fitting provides values of pad/ballast parameters. Rails with broad/pronounced attenuation
regions radiate less noise; attenuation, influenced by damping and structural irregularity, increases with pad stiffness,
shown by numerical examples. With stiff pads, the attenuation coefficient has local minima near sleeper resonances.
The pinned-pinned mode, with minute support motion, propagates through periodically supported rails with any pad
stiffness. Finally, it is clearly demonstrated how changed pad stiffness and sleeper spacings alterthe receptance, affecting
both structure-borne sound and vibrations at the sleeper-passing frequency (50-100Hz) plus noise generation at the
pinned-pinned frequency (around 1000 Hz).
PACS no. 43.40.At, 43.40.Cw, 43.50.Lj

1. Introduction
Advanced track models are motivated by the need to understand, and minimise, noise radiation and structure-borne
sound propagation from the track, ballast settlement, pad and
clip deterioration, sleeper cracking plus corrugation development. Knothe and Grassie thoroughly review the subject [1].
Remingtonffhompson [2, 3, 4] consider wheel-rail rolling
noise generation with an infinite continuous rail neglecting
the details of the supports. They provide calculated and measured results of vibration decay along the rail; slow decay
implies more sound radiation. Grassie et at. [5] find, when
representing the sleepers as discrete supports, that the pinnedpinned mode strongly affects the rail receptance in the frequency range 600-1000 Hz, for their particular choice of
parameters. At the pinned-pinned frequency, a half wavelength equals one sleeper distance, with nodes at the support
points. Wave propagation along a periodic structure-a good
approximation for a rail-sleeper system--exhibits a stopand passband behaviour, see e.g. Munjal and Heckl [6] or the
book [7] by Cremer, Heckl and Ungar. Maria Heckl finds that
wider passbands occur with more than one wave type (verticalilateral bending plus torSional) present [8, 9]. Another
finding is that an irregular distribution of sleepers attenuates waves within passbands, resulting in less noise radiation
[10]. Ripke's three-dimensional track model [11] allows for
point and cross receptance calculation in the lateral and vertical direction, using a combined finite element and transfer
matrix procedure. Curve-fitting calculated receptance curves

to those measured is, to date, the only way to determine ballast properties [12]. Ballast stiffness and damping increase
with increasing load, yielding a reduced receptance at low
frequencies. Mace [13] uses Fourier methods-in principle,
the same approach as this paper-to calculate the response
of periodically stiffened fluid-loaded plates. He ends up with
an exact analytic result.
Here1, the rail is modelled as an infinite uniform Euler
beam resting on identical supports (sleepers) at periodic intervals. Using Fourier transform methods and Floquet's theorem, the obtained solution is the Green's function of the
sleeper supported rail, enabling calculation of rail response
to all linear types of excitations. Laboratory experiments on
an 8.5 m part of a sleeper supported (13 sleepers), ballasted
track, validated the transfer function, by curve fitting measured to calculated point receptances, at the same time obtaining appropriate data on ballast and pad parameters. Having
validated the new track model, computer simulations provide
information about some track parameters' significance. For
instance, with stiff pads, sleepers must be modelled as flexible
beams; on the other hand, with soft pads a modelling of sleepers as rigid masses suffices. Other sleeper/ballast properties,
however, may reduce the importance of sleeper resonances.
A tight fastening between rail and sleepers causes practically
all waves to be attenuated, apart from the pinned-pinned
mode, which can still propagate. The receptance variation
through a sleeper span is important for noise and structureborne sound production. While the variation decreases with
soft pads, at the same time propagation regions broaden, contributing to noise production. Reduced receptance variation
is also achieved by shorter sleeper spacings plus a stiffer and
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heavier rail. Decreasing the receptance variation not only
slows down corrugation growth [16], but also decreases the
high frequency air-borne noise production plus the generation of low-frequency structure-borne sound (if pads are appropriately tuned to the track), shown in a companion paper
[17].
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2. Theory
2.1. Model Description
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Figure 1. Track model.

2.1.1. Periodically Supported Infinite Beam
The rail is modelled as a uniform Euler beam of infinite
length, resting on identical supports (sleepers) at periodic
intervals (Figure 1). The complex modulus of elasticity is
E(l - i7]), where 7] is the loss factor, and the moment of
inertia of area is I. Thus, the complex bending stiffness is
B = E(l - i7])I. The mass per unit length of the beam is
mr, where subscript r denotes rail. The spacing between (the
centers of) two sleepers is i. The supports are, here, modelled
as lumped mass-spring-damping systems, and have the dynamic stiffness K. The rail is thus restrained to move in the
vertical direction by the dynamic stiffness K. No rotational
constraints are included. The quantity K contains information about sleeper, ballast and pad (see below) properties. The
dynamic stiffness can, in the frequency domain, be written

Figure 2. Rail support with pad-sleeper-ballast.

(1)
according to the sign conventions used in this paper (see the
definition of the Fourier transform, Section 2.2). The subscript s denotes sleeper. Stiffness Ks, mass Ms, and damping Cs may be frequency dependent, and must in practice be
determined by experiments. A track consists of two identical
rails, symmetrically connected by sleepers. Because of symmetry, Ms is here half of the sleeper's mass; correspondingly,
Ks and Cs are stiffness and damping respectively for a half
sleeper.
2. I .2. Inclusion of Pads and Flexible Sleepers
Include a spring Kr with loss factor 7]padbetween the rail and
the sleepers (Figure 2). The dynamic stiffness of the supports
changes to

(2)

- 1s /2

Figure 3. Flexible sleeper on a continuously elastic foundation with
damping.

ballast properties: M~ = MsIis, C~ = Csiis and K~ =
Ks I is. Then for a unit force excitation at z = Zo the equation
of motion is

B 04Ys(z,t)
s
oz4
,oys(z,t)
ot

+Cs

+

M,02Ys(Z,t)
s
ot2
, (

)

,(

)

+ KsYs z, t = u z - Zo .

The right hand side represents a harmonic unit point force
at the position where the rail is fastened to the sleeper. (The
factor e-iwot is omitted because of writing convenience.) A
Fourier transform of this equation,

Bs¥,;(iv) (z) - w2 M~~(z)
Sleeper bending modes influence the dynamic stiffness of
the supports. The sleepers are modelled as Euler beams with
length is and bending stiffness Bs, with loss factor 7]s, on
a continuously elastic foundation with damping (Figure 3),
representing the ballast. Now, Ms is the whole sleeper's mass,
since is is its whole length; the same applies for Ks and
Cs. Introduce the new distributed parameters for sleeper and

-iwC~~(z)

+ K~~(z)

= 8(z - zo),

together with the eight boundary conditions-at z = ±is/2,
Y;'(z) = Y;"(z) = 0; at z = Zo, ~(z), ¥,;'(z) and Y;'(z)
are continuous whereas the third derivative is discontinuous,
¥,;III(Z + 1':) - ¥,;III(Z - 1':) = 11Bs (I': --t O)-uniquely determines the vertical deflection. Thus, the dynamic stiffness
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of the sleepers at the rail positions is Ksleeper = 1";;-1 (zo);
together with rail pads with hysteretic damping resulting
in the dynamic stiffness K of the supports, defined by

K-1
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agreeing with (I). Now, taking a Fourier transform in the x
direction, defined by

- [K r (1 - l1]pad
.
)]~1 + K-1sleeper' .

-

K =

Ksleeper

[

;

1+

(3)

]
sleeper

Kr(1 -

reduces (5) to

l1]pad)

CX!

y + K'

J\:4y - k4

2.2. Free Vibrations

Study free vibrations of the rail. Then, the equation of motion
IS

CX!
(4)

J(x - nl) = 0,

n=-CX)

where y(x, t) is the vertical displacement of the rail at the
coordinate x, the homogeneous solution. For simplicity, assume that the supports are of the form as of (I). The last term
of (4) is a sum of the forces that the supports exert on the rail
at the discrete points x = nl; the function J(x - nl) is the
delta function concentrating the supporting forces at points
x = nl (n = 0, ±1, ±2, ... ). After an integration of (4) in
the x direction from minus infinity to plus infinity the last
term changes to

~

[K

( l )

sy n , t

+

M (}2y(nl,

t)

8t2

s

+

C 8y(nl,
s
8t

t)]

+ nl)

=

Y(x)eng,

(6)

(7)

where 9 is a coefficient, which may be complex. The proof
of this theorem is found in e.g. [18], valid for linear ordinary
differential equations of any order. In quantum mechanics,
this theorem is also referred to as Bloch's theorem. The basic
assumption is that the equation contains some periodic coefficient, i.e. the system is periodic in some sense. The solutions
derived with this assumption are valid outside the source region; these solutions are then matched in the source region to
satisfy the necessary boundary conditions (see section 2.3),
The physical significance of g, the propagation coefficient, is
discussed later, under the paragraph 'Dispersion Relation'.
Put x = 0 in (7) and substitute this into (6):
A

y'=

-K'Y(O)

,\"CX!_
Un--CX!
J\:4 -

enge-il<nl

k4

The inverse Fourier transform:

'

CX!

n=-(X)

(8)

after which it is realised that (4) has dimension force per unit
length.
Taking an ordinary Fourier transform with respect to time
t, defined by

'CX!
-CX!Y(x,w)

j

y(x, t)

-

Y(x,w)

1 JCX!

27r

-CX!

iwt

e-

dw;

y(x, t) eiwtdt,
.

reduces (4) to

CX!

L

n=-CX)

where
k =

'

ff
4

mrw

B

and

= O.

As (5) can be rewritten as a periodic system with period l,
according to Floquet's theorem, the solution is of the form

Y(x

~

Y(nl)e-il<nl

n=-(X)

2.2.1. Fourier Transformation and FIoquet's Theorem

.L

L

.

'

K,_K

- B'

J(x - nl) = 0,

(5)

n=-(X)

where
(9)
Thus, having evaluated the Fourier integral in (9) and the
sum in (8), yields an analytical solution to (5), i.e. the vertical displacement of the rail at any position x and at any
wavenumber k (or frequency), As (5) is a fourth-order differential equation, four linearly independent solutions exist.
Any linear combination of those is also a solution to the
homogeneous equation (5); if there is an exciting force in
the right hand side of (5) (see Section 2.3) the constant of
each homogeneous solution is determined by matching the
boundary conditions in the source region. Putting x = 0 in
(8) forms a relation between 9 and k, the dispersion relation,
For each value of the wavenumber k four different values of
the propagation constant 9 exist, while for each 9 there is one
linearly independent solution Y (x).
Next, proceed by evaluating the Fourier integral in (9) and
the infinite sum in (8).
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2.2.3. Dispersion Relation
Im( K)

K=

For x = 0, (10) reduces to the dispersion relation,
-1
K'

•
ik

=

1
4k3

[

sin kl
sinh kl
]
cos kl - coshg - cosh kl _ coshg
. (11)

Two special cases: (i) no vertical displacement is allowed
at the supporting points (K' -+ (0), the dispersion relation
becomes

Re( K)

• =-k
K

cos kl sirih kl - cosh kl sin kl
cos h 9 = ------------.
sinh kl - sin kl
'
• K

(ii) if the supports are removed (K' -+ 0), the dispersion
relation changes to

= -i k

(cosklFigure 4. Contour

coshg)(coshkl-

cosh g) = O.

The last two equations can also be found in [7], providing a
check of the derivation so far. Equation (II) is a second-order
equation of cosh g; it can be rewritten

of integration.

2.2.2. Infinite Sum of Fourier Integrals
To evaluate the sum in (8), first evaluate the Fourier integral
In (x), by residue calculus. Equation (9) can be rewritten

1

In(x)

1

= -271"

(r,;

+ k)(r,;

+ zk. )( r,; -

- k)(r,;

It is now possible to evaluate the infinite sum in (8). After
having done that, see thesis [14], the homogeneous solution,
(8), becomes

Y(x) =

-K'Y(O)
4k3

[Sin k(l - x) + eg sin kx
cos kl - cosh 9
g

_ sinh k(l - x) + e sinh kX].
cosh kl - cosh 9

+ COSkl)]

coshg

dr,;.

for x > nl
forx:::;-nl.'

1 {ieik(X-nl) - e-k(x-nl)
= 4k3
ie-ik(x-nl)
_ek(x-nl)

(sinh kl - sin kl)

- (coshkl
ik)

This integral is singular for r,; = ±k. By taking the effects
of the structural damping into account [k contains a small
positive imaginary part: k c::: R(k) (1 + iry/4))] the integrand
is always finite, and the paths of integration are as shown
(see Figure 4). The contour of integration is closed in the
upper half-plane for x ~ nl and in the lower half-plane
for x :::;nl, to ensure convergence of the integral. Residue
calculus produces
In(x)

K'

+ [4k3

eiK(x-nl)

00

-00

2
cosh 9

(10)

This solution is valid only for 0 :::;x :::;I, because that was
assumed when the infinite sum was evaluated. To calculate
the response elsewhere, use Floquet's theorem, (7). That the
solution fulfills the appropriate boundary conditions at the
position x = I is checked in the thesis [14].
It still remains to determine Y(O) and g. As mentioned
earlier, Y(O) is fixed by the strength and position of an exciting force (Section 2.3). The propagation coefficient g, on
the other hand, depends only on the periodicity of the structure. The relation between the two wavenumbers 9 and k,
the dispersion relation, can be calculated by putting x = 0
in (10).

K'

+

4k3 (cosh kl sin kl - cos kl sinh kl)

+

cosh kl cos kl = O.

(12)

This expression was also derived in [6], taking zero rotational
inertia of the supports into account. Equation (12) has two
solutions for coshg, but as coshg = cosh( -g) there are
four different propagation coefficients ±gl,2 for each wave
number k (or frequency). Thus, there are four homogeneous
solutions Y(x) [see (10)] to the differential equation (5);
the general solution is a linear combination of these four
solutions. Actually, (12) has an infinite number of solutions
because cosh 9 is 271"i-periodic(g±m271"i , m = 0,1,2, ... ),
but since the multiples of 9 here are all equivalent, put m = O.
The propagation coefficients 9 are chosen so that IY (x) I <
00 for x -+ ±oo (n -+ ±oo) in accordance with Floquet's
theorem, Y(x + nl) = Y(x)eng. Thus, for waves propagating to the right, the propagation coefficient 9 must not have a
positive real part, i.e. R(g~i,~ht) :::;0, and for waves propagating to the left R(gi~~t) ~ O. Waves decay if R(g) =1= 0; such
frequency ranges are called stopbands. On the other hand,
if R(g) c::: 0 (some damping is always present), the waves
propagate almost unattenuated; these frequency ranges are
called passbands.

2.3. Forced Vibrations: Green's Function
Calculate the response, i.e. the vertical rail deflection, at
coordinate x due to a stationary harmonic unit point force
o(x - xo) at Xo. By definition, the solution is Green's function, G(xlxo), to the problem stated. Since Green's function
here has unit mIN, it is the receptance of the rail. The delta
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function J(x - xo) concentrates the force at x = Xo (Figure 1). Since the solution must remain finite as x -+ ±oo,
only two homogeneous solutions [see (10)] are possible on
each side of the force. To the right of the force, these are
called Y{ and Y{, with the propagation constants 9I and 92;
to the left of the force the solutions are called y11 and Yl,
with the propagation constants 9t and 9b. Superscript r denotes right and superscript Idenotes left. Green's function is
a linear combination of homogeneous solutions:

Vol. 84 (1998)
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As earlier, this expression is valid for 0 ::; x ::; l. The
four constants cI, c2' ci and ck, corresponding to - Y (0) /4
from (10), are chosen to match the boundary conditions in
the source region. Outside 0 ::; x ::; l use Floquet's theorem
Y(x+nl) = Y(x)eng, where Y = Yt~ and the propagation
.
r I
'
coe ffi Clent 9 = 91;2:
cr y,r eng~

G(xlxo)

f v\

={

c]

L

1e

ng'

1

=

J(x - xo),

(13)

where L is the differential operator
d4
L = B [ dx4

4

-

k

00

+ K'

n~oo

]

J(x - nl)

(14)

By integrating (13) four times from Xo - Eto Xo +( (( -+ 0)
the four boundary conditions at x = Xo are obtained:

Gr(xo) - G1(xo) = 0,
dGr)
( dx

_
X=Xo

2
d Gr)
( d 2
X

X=Xo

d3~r)
dx

x=xo

(

"./
/ vy'"o,...~

...-

o'
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Figure 5. Vertical point receptance of a UlC 50-rail on ballasted
concretesleepers:solid line, laboratorymeasurement:dashed line,
prediction(curve fit).

+ cr y;r eng; for n = 1,2, ... ,
12y;~ ng'
+ C2 2e 2 forn=-I,-2, ... ,

with the 9:s chosen so that G = G' = 0 (' = d/dx) for
x -+ ±oo. Integer n is an index associated with a sleeper
span. Since the rail is now excited by the unit force J (x - xo),
the Fourier transform of the equation of motion of the rail
becomes,

LG

50j\.:/\//\

1800

~

......

G( x I Xo ) - { cII Y{I + cI2 Y{I for x 2: xo,
c1 Y1 + c2Y2 for x ::; Xo.
-

]600

(Hz)

(dGdx

1
)

_
X=Xo

(d2Gl)
d 2
X

(d3~1)
dx

-

=

0

(15)
(16)

,

0,

(17)

x=xo

= ~.
X=Xo

(18)

B

The solution to this system of four linear equations, yields the
four constants cL ck, cI and c2 (see the thesis [14]). Green's
function is now exactly determined. Since Green's function
also depends on frequency through the wavenumber k and
the dynamic stiffness of the supports K, this is indicated by
suffix w, Gw(xlxo).
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Rail Receptance Measurements
3.1.1. Results
Laboratory measurements were taken on a full scale piece
of track, consisting of two 8.5 m VIC 50 rails laid on 13

concrete sleepers, centre distances l = 0.65 m, embedded in
a 0.5 m depth of ballast. A hydraulic cylinder applied both a
static load and a superimposed dynamic force. Above 200 Hz
impacts with a sledge-hammer excited the track.
The aim ofthis measurement is to fit calculated (predicted)
vertical point receptance of the rail, i.e. Green's function
Gw(xolxo), to the measured one, according to the theory
as described in Section 2.3. In this way, track parameters
such as ballast properties are determined. For the calculation,
parameters according to Table I, as defined in Section 2.1
are used. The value of the moment of inertia I, which is
used in the calculations is about 75 % of the tabulated value
(20.45 . 10-6 m4) for a VIC 50-rail, providing the simplest
possible mean to compensate for frequency limitations of
the Euler-Bernoulli beam theory. Sleeper and ballast properties Ms, Cs and Ks apply to a whole sleeper length, in
accordance with the discussion preceeding (3); corresponding values per unit length are M~ = 100 kg/m, C~ = 22.103
Ns/m2 and K~ = 17· 106 N/m2. These particular ballast parameters apply to the preload 25 kN (per wheel). Hysteretic
pad damping, viscous ballast damping plus flexibly modelled
sleepers [see (3)] yield a high degree of agreement between
predictions and measurements (Figure 5) for the point receptance between two sleepers (xo/l = 0.5) up to 1800Hz.
Both measurement and calculation show resonances around
a number offrequencies: 50, 320, 600, 800, 930 and 1150 Hz.
3.1.2. Discussion
Figure 5 shows measured with calculated point receptance
of the rail in the middle of a sleeper span. A reduction of
the moment of inertia of the rail by some 25 % from the
tabulated value, moves the pinned-pinned frequency down
from about 1090 Hz to 930 Hz, thus extending the region
where the Euler-Bernoulli beam model of the rail is useful.
The agreement calculations vs. experiments is excellent at
high as well as low frequencies, where support stiffness is
the key parameter. A frequency-dependent bending stiffness
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TableI. Trackparametersfor calculations.

E
TJ
I
mr

l

Kr
TJpad

ls

Ms
M~
Bs
TJs

Ks
K~
K~

Cs
C~
C~
Zo

Value

Description

2.1 . 1011 N/m2
0.004
15.45 . 10-6 m4
52 kg/m
0.65 m
500.106 N/m
0.15
2.5 m
250 kg
100 kg/m
4.6.106 Nm2
0.01
42.5 . 106 N/m
17.106 N/m2
60.106 N/m2
55.103 Ns/m
22 . 103 Ns/m2
60· 103 Ns/m2
-0.75 m

rail modulusof elasticity
rail loss factor
rail momentof aerea inertia
rail mass per length
sleeperspacing
pad stiffness
pad loss factor
sleeperlength
sleeper mass
sleeper mass per length
sleeperbending stiffness
sleeperloss factor
ballast stiffness
ballast stiffnessper length
the same,for Secs. 3.2-3.3
ballast damping
ballast dampingper length
the same, for Secs. 3.2-3.3
sleeperexcitationpoint

or a Timoshenko beam would of course be more appropriate;
compared with a Timoshenko beam, however, the approximation used in this paper produces almost the same results regarding dispersion relations and receptances [19]. Also bear
in mind that now only the general vibrational behaviour of
the track is explored, representing the sleepers as discrete
supports, as opposed to oversimplified modellings (e.g. [4]),
neglecting support details.
Ballast becomes stiffer as it is compressed, resulting in
lower receptance in the low-frequency region, where ballast movement determines track behaviour. In the receptance
plot, rail and sleepers resonance moving in phase on the stiffness of the ballast occurs around 50 Hz. Other authors, e.g.
[12], try to improve the curve-fit of predictions to measured
data at low frequencies by adding extra mass to the sleepers
in their calculations. Particular interest in non-linear ballast
behaviour justifies an elaborate modelling and investigation
of that element of the track. The aim here, however, is to
describe the general behaviour of the track simply modelled
with as few elements as possible.
The different resonances of the receptance plot have the
following meanings: around 50 Hz, rail and sleepers move
in phase on the stiffness of the ballast (ballast resonance);
around 320Hz, the sleepers have their second (asymmetric) bending mode; around 600 Hz, the sleepers have their
third (symmetric) bending mode; around 800 Hz, rail and
sleepers move out of phase with the stiffnesses of the pads
between them (pad resonance); around 930Hz, the rail vibrates in its pinned-pinned mode (Jpp), with node points at
the sleeper positions and a half bending wavelength in between; finally, around 1150 Hz the sleepers have their fourth
(asymmetric) bending mode. The calculated resonance at the
pinned-pinned frequency becomes narrower than the measured, possibly because the sleeper distances of the real track
are irregular, or rail fasteners are, in the model, represented
by point rather than distributed connections. The importance
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Figure 6. Propagationof vibrationsthroughrail-sleepersystem:excitation frequency fa = 500 Hz; excitation position xoll = 0.5;
solid line, Kr = 500 MN/m; dashed line, Kr = 60 MN/m.
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Figure 7. Propagationcoefficientsfor rail-sleeper system with stiff
pads, Kr = 500 MN/m: solid line, real part; dashed line, imaginary part.

of including the sleeper flexibility in a track model using
stiff pads should be clear by now. However, with soft pads
the situation is quite different (see Section 3.3).

3.2. Dispersion Relation Calculations
The propagation curves (Figure 6), or transfer functions, are
calculated by Green's function as defined by (13), and the
dispersion relation curves (Figures 7, 8 and 9) by (12). The
rail parameters are assumed to be the same as those in Section 3.1.1, apart from the ballast properties, assuming instead a 100 kN preload (per wheel), yielding ballast stiffness
K~ = 60 MN/m2 and damping C~
60 kNs/m2• Since
the pad stiffness is a parameter which is relatively easy to
change in practice, results for rails on stiff pads, Kr = 500
MN/m, and on soft pads, Kr = 60 MN/m, are compared to
illuminate the vibrational properties of each.

=
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Figure 9. Attenuation coefficients for rail-sleeper system with stiff
and soft pads: solid line, Kr = 500 MN/m; dashed line, Kr = 60
MN/m.

Figure II. Vertical point receptance spectra for rail with stiff pads,
Kr = 500MN/m:solidline,xo/1 = 0.5; dashed line, xo/l = O.

In stopbands, the propagation coefficient has a positive
real part, TR(gl) > 0 [see the discussion following (12)];
in passbands, TR(gl) = O. Pass- and stopband properties
apply to undamped periodic systems; for damped cases,
propagation/attenuation regions are more appropriate. Since
TR(g2) > 0 always, the near field only exists near the excitation force (Figures 7 and 8). By definition, the attenuation
of rail vibration per sleeper span is e-R(9') [mostly some
bays away from the excitation force, where the near field has
decayed (Figure 6)].
Vibrations propagate away from the force more easily in
a rail-sleeper system with soft pads for which the rail is
uncoupled from the sleepers over a broad frequency range
(Figure 6). Attenuation regions are more pronounced for the
system with stiff pads (Figures 7, 8 and 9). For stiff pads,
the attenuation coefficient has local minima near sleeper resonances (compare Figures 9 and 10 plus reference [20]).

All rails have propagation regions around the pinned-pinned
frequency, with minute support motion, though increased attenuation occurs with stiff pads (Figure 9).
Stop- and passband properties (no damping assumed) are
a consequence of the periodicity of the rail-sleeper system.
When this periodicity is disturbed, wave propagation is impeded [10], resulting in less noise radiation.
3.3. Rail Receptance Calculations
The example in Figure 10 shows the calculated point receptance of a stiffly padded rail with a softly padded, where
parameters are chosen according to Table I. With stiff pads,
the receptance curve exhibits resonances around 100, 350,
550, 800, 930 and 1150 Hz; whereas the curve for soft pads
has resonances only around 100, 250 and 930 Hz. Section
3.1.2 explains the physical significance of the resonances.
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Figure 14. Receptance variation for a static load, fa = 0 Hz, through
a sleeper span for rail: solid line, Kr = 500 MN/m; dashed line,
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Figure 13. Receptance variation through a sleeper span for rail with
stiff pads, Kr
500 MN/m: solid line, fa
0 Hz; dashed line,
fa = fpp = 930Hz.

Figure 15. Receptance variation for a static load, fa = 0 Hz, through
a sleeper span for stiffly padded rail: solid line, Z= 0.65 m; dashed
line, Z = 0.5 m.

Soft pads move the pad resonance down to about 250 Hz,
isolating the rail from the movements of the sleepers; sleeper
modes do not appear in the receptance curve for the softpadded rail. Changing pads however, does not change the
appearance of the receptance curve between two sleepers
above 1400 Hz, where bending stiffness and rail mass determine vibrational behaviour. Rail response increases with pad
stiffness in the region 500-1400 Hz (for the chosen parameters), with more pronounced pad, pinned-pinned mode and
sleeper resonances.
Around the pinned-pinned frequency Ipp with a peak at
930 Hz (Figure 10), the receptance is higher between two
sleepers than precisely above one (Figures II and 12). Right
above a sleeper position, the pinned-pinned mode, with nodes
at the sleeper positions, is hard to excite. Receptance varies
through a sleeper span, in particular around the pinnedpinned frequency Ipp, equally for a static load (Figure 13).
Stiff pads broaden the frequency range around the pinned-

pinned frequency with a great receptance vanatIon (compare Figures II and 12). The variation causes generation
of low frequency noise and vibration, at the sleeper-passing
frequency Is, i.e. around 100 Hz for high speed trains (see
companion paper [17]); and noise generation at the pinnedpinned frequency Ipp, around 1000 Hz, due to modulation
of the contact force [17]. Softer pads and shorter sleeper distances, for instance, reduce the receptance variation (Figures
14 and 15); altered sleeper distance, however, also implies
another sleeper-passing Is and pinned-pinned frequency Ipp.

=

=

4. Conclusions
The exact analytic solution, in the frequency domain, of the
linear differential equation governing rail response, yields
a simple, comprehensive and computation efficient tool in
sound/vibration optimising track constructions. Rail recep-
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tance measurements/calculations show a clear sleeper resonance dependence. Rails with broad/pronounced attenuation
regions radiate less noise; attenuation, influenced by damping
and structural irregularity, increases with pad stiffness. With
stiff pads, the attenuation coefficient has local minima near
sleeper resonances. The pinned-pinned mode, with minute
support motion, propagates through all (any pad stiffness)
periodically supported rails. Softer pads and shorter sleeper
spacings reduce the receptance variation through the sleeper
spans, affecting both structure-borne sound and vibrations at
the sleeper-passing frequency (50-100 Hz) plus noise generation at the pinned-pinned frequency (around 1000 Hz).
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